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1. Introduction
This report has been prepared in the context of the project “Supporting Ghana in the transition towards
a Climate Sensitive Government Budget”. The activities of the project aim to achieve the following
specific objectives:
•

Building the capacity of public officers (Metropolitan, Municipal, and District Assemblies (MMDA)
level) on climate change finance tracking and mobilisation of climate finance through accessing
appropriate sources.

•

Building the capacity of private sector and civil society organisation (CSO) representatives on
climate change finance reporting and mobilisation of climate finance through accessing
appropriate sources.

To successfully achieve those key objectives, the project included the preparation of two knowledge
products (Analysis of Ghana’s Integrated MRV Finance Tracking Tool, Guidelines on Climate Finance
Mobilization) and a training phase, in which MMDA officers, private sector and CSO representatives
have been trained on the following topics:
▪

Climate change in Ghana (including Ghana’s commitments under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC))

▪

Climate finance tracking

▪

Climate finance mobilisation

This final report includes:
▪

A summary analysis on the climate finance mobilization

▪

A summary analysis of the existing climate finance tools in Ghana and recommendations for
improvement, which is based on the Analysis of Ghana’s Integrated MRV Finance Tracking Tool.

▪

A global quality assessment of the training sessions delivered and an analysis demonstrating
how participants to trainings improved their skills and will use this knowledge in the future. This
included an overview about the results of the knowledge assessment undertaken in the training
sessions.

▪

The final list of the people trained (incl. name, organisation, contact information).
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2. Summary analysis on the climate finance mobilization
Ghana has been able to successfully mobilize climate finance from a broad variety of bilateral and
multilateral sources, including climate funds and facilities. However, a gap analysis1 revealed significant
funding gaps during the recent decade and an even increased lack of finance for the upcoming National
Determined Contribution (NDC) period from the years 2020 to 2030.
According to the priorities defined in Ghana’s NDC and climate change strategies, a key focus is on
adaptation actions. According to the National Climate Change Plan, the sectoral priorities for adaptation
focus on ensuring access to water and sanitation, increasing the resilience of terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems, human health and in agriculture. The historically committed international climate finance
for those sectors was in a range between USD 44.5 million and USD 580 million 1 creating a significant
adaptation financing gap between estimated financial needs and committed resources of USD 4.35 to
USD 4.9 billion which will further intensify until 2030 1. With regards to mitigation priorities, there exists a
significant gap of financing carbon sinks in agriculture and forestry. This total gap equalizes between
USD 850 million and USD 1 billion and might even be intensified until 2030 1. Moreover, nearly all
international climate flows tracked by the Government of Ghana and the donors was targeting public
institutions, while the private sector and civil society organizations (CSOs) received only marginal
volumes.
Since the implementation of Ghana’s NDC requires a large share of international finance (72%) for the
upcoming decade, there is guidance needed on how to access international climate funds and vehicles
with the potential to address the identified gaps with regards to sectoral focus as well as recipients from
public sector, private entities and CSOs. The report “Guidelines on Climate Finance Mobilisation”,
developed in the context of this project, lists various existing and not yet accessed vehicles applicable
in Ghana’s context and describes the background, eligibility criteria and application processes for the
following five funds in detail:
•

The Green Climate Fund (GCF)

•

The African Climate Change Fund (ACCF)

•

The Global Environment Facilities_ Small Grant Programme

•

The Global Climate Partnership Fund (GCPF), and

•

The UNCDF Local Adaptive Living Facility

As final support element, the guidelines also outline a typical five-step planning process for the
mobilization of climate finance to kick-start first activities of the three targeted stakeholder groups.

1

See gap analysis in the accompanying report “Guidelines on Climate Finance Mobilisation”, p.15ff and p.20ff
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3. Summary analysis of the existing climate finance tools in
Ghana and recommendations for improvement
Climate finance tracking in Ghana has been introduced in 2015 and is based on two tools: the Excelbased Climfintrack (previously named Climatronic (Version 1)) for on-budget climate finance and a
template survey for the collection of private sector and CSO climate finance data. 2 The tracking is
overseen by the Ministry of Finance (MoF), which does not yet apply a fixed cycle of updates for the
tracking process. The two tools can be applied in the following ways:
▪

▪

▪

On-budget finance (Climfintrack): The tool Climfintrack allows to retrieve data from the Ghana
Integrated Financial Management Information System (GIFMIS) Budget Module (also called
Hyperion), which is the MoF’s budget and expenditure data management system. It is a
specialized application where users need credentials to log on to. However, once the data is
made available in through Climfintrack, the user can apply some filtering options. The ability of
Climfintrack to track the GoG’s budget is based on the codes used in the “Chart of Accounts”,
which is the cornerstone of the GIFMIS. The MoF defines climate finance as “all funds
channelled into climate resilient and low carbon growth pathways, being public or private,
domestic or international” and makes reference to the UNFCCC definition. 3
In order to import only those budget and expenditure items from Hyperion to Climafintrack that
are climate relevant, a task group within the MoF has elaborated a list of keywords, as well as
a list of budget codes for policy objectives that are of “high”, “medium” or “low” climate
relevance and a list of budget codes for operations/activities that are of “high” or “medium”
climate relevance. Tagging of climate-relevant operations/activities and attribution of weights
currently have to be done manually by the MDA officers according to a logic established in the
tool documentation.
Climate finance by CSOs and private sector: For the collection of climate finance data of the
private sector and CSOs, the MoF currently uses a template survey. It consists of a table to be
filled in by private sector or CSO stakeholders and of a checklist for MoF staff to verify the
information provided.

Concerning climate finance tracking, it is the long-term objective of the MoF to implement an effective
mainstreaming of climate finance tracking at all levels, including Metropolitan, Municipal and District
Assemblies (MMDAs) and MDAs. In addition, also donor finance shall be tracked more systematically.

2

Ministry of Finance (MoF) (2021): Climatico V1 Tool; Ministry of Finance (MoF) (2018): Climate Change Budget
and Finance Tracking Manual. Republic of Ghana.

3

Ministry of Finance (MoF) (2021): Climatico V1 Tool; Ministry of Finance (MoF) (2018): Climate Change Budget
and Finance Tracking Manual. Republic of Ghana.
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Table 1: Relevant guidance documents and tools for climate finance tracking in Ghana
Title

Purpose

Format

Integrated MRV

Manual for Ministry of Finance

of

(MoF)/Ministries, Departments

Finance

for

Ghana

Date

Status

Microsoft Word

3/2020

Draft

2018

Version 1

and Agencies (MDAs)/
Metropolitan, Municipal and
District Assemblies (MMDAs) on
how to track public and private
sector/CSO climate finance from
domestic and international
sources (template survey in
Annex)

Climfintrack

Public climate finance - Microsoft

Excel with

(formerly known

Office interface to import only

Macros and

as “Climatronic”)

Government of Ghana (GoG)

Oracle Smart

budget data on climate change

View Add-in

related budget items and
expenditures and filter them by
year, Ministry, Department or
Agency (MDA), activity and policy
objective
Source: authors

The analysis of the climate finance tracking tools in Ghana and their application has led to the following
recommendations for improving the tools and the supportive processes:
(a) Data collection and management
▪

▪

▪

Establish a formal process within the MoF for annual compilation of public and private/CSO
climate finance, document the sequence and each step including the responsible unit(s) and
communicate this process to all involved
Introduce a legislative instrument to strengthen the mandate of NREC for climate finance data
collection and monitoring and to ensure cooperation of MDAs and MMDAs and other relevant
MoF Units.
Make sure to obtain more complete data, especially both budget and expenditure data in order
to allow for comparisons and accountability. According to the head of the budget unit, this
would be technically possible. It would require that MDAs and MMDAs ensure data quality
when they enter the actual expenditure data. This recommendation is not only of technical
nature, but it implies to improve the public financial management (PFM) system and
expenditure management. These include linking medium term strategies to annual budgets.
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▪

Ghana’s capacity to implement national strategies has to improve if climate change is to be
managed effectively in the future.
Suggestion for an improved data collection and management process (see Figure 1Figure 1):
The process may be initiated by the NREC, detailing out in an Email the data they need from
the head of the budget unit within MoF. As of 4/2021, the data to be requested would include
budget and expenditure figures for all MDAs and MMDAs by policy objective and by operation,
including financing source. The Budget Unit is currently the only one with credentials to import
data from Hyperion to the Climfintrack Excel tool and thus should perform this step, which
according to the MoF may take some time due to server capacities and data volume. The
Budget Unit would then provide the Excel file to NREC, ideally via a MoF filesharing system,
which in turn would send it to all MDAs and MMDAs (via filesharing) for validation, particularly
of the expenditure data. The NREC Unit would conduct a quality check of the data with regard
to correctness and meaningfulness and would revert to individual MDAs/MMDAs in case any
corrections become necessary. The NREC would then include the new data in a central
database to be established and would submit the complete data set (times series) to EPA for
reporting to UNFCCC. The formalized process should specify when it should be started and
ended (e.g. annually, start on 1st of April of every year and end in July). In addition, the process
could include annual trainings for all those involved in the process that are new to their position
or need a refresher training.
Figure 1: Proposed formalization of data collection process, led by the MoF’s NRECC Unit

Source: authors

Integration of public and private sector/ CSO climate finance data into one integrated central database:
Store and report private and CSO climate finance data in an integrated way together with the onbudget data, such that a better overview and analysis of climate finance in Ghana from all sources
becomes viable.
Integrate all bilateral and multilateral climate finance flows into the database. Two ways exist:
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-

Option 1: Make sure the data structure of the bilateral and multilateral donor climate
finance data collected by MESTI allows merging it into one central database (i.e. the
structure follows budget codes of policy objectives and operations/activities).
- Option 2 - long-term effort: Make sure all bilateral and multilateral donor climate finance
flows are reflected on-budget. Currently, the Ministry of Finance does not have data on
all projects that are financed from bilateral or multilateral grant funds in its budget and
its budget system, typically funds of recipients that are no central government agencies.
This is due to the fact that some donors do not involve the central government in all of
their projects or at least reporting.
- Establishing an exchange with other relevant public actors undertaking climate finance
tracking, mainly MESTI and EPA: As they are in the process of developing the Climate
Change Data Hub, which also includes a climate finance component, it is
recommended to exchange with them on the matter and identify synergies in compiling
data.
Screen other country cases for improving Ghana’s system – Examples:
- Colombia developed methodological guidelines that developed a taxonomy as to what
is considered climate finance in 12 sectors and 38 sub-sectors, it provides criteria to
determine the climate change impact of actions - implicit or explicit, and the
type/objective (mitigation, adaptation, cross-cutting) that takes into account both
domestic and international climate finance flows4
- Costa Rica has set up an integrated MRV system (SINAMECC) for climate change that
is publicly accessible. While it does not display the domestic budget figures, it provides
a useful tool to increase accountability and awareness about donor-financed mitigation
and adaptation contributions. A similar platform could be developed for Ghana. 5
(b) Proposed additional functions and technical improvements for ”Climfintrack”
▪
▪
▪

4

Automate the import of climate expenditure figures in addition to the currently automatically
imported budget figures
Include the import of MMDA budget and expenditure figures in addition to the currently
automatically imported MDA figures
Introduce the variable “type of climate finance”, allowing to filter for “adaptation”, “mitigation”
and “cross-cutting”

Tracking Climate Financing of Climate Action: How Colombia Developed and Implemented a Comprehensive
National

MRV

Framework

for

Climate

Finance

(2019).

Available

at:

https://www.transparency-

partnership.net/system/files/document/200114_GPD_Colombia_RZ.pdf.
5

https://climateactiontransparency.org/icattoolbox/sinamecc/#:~:text=The%20SINAMECC%20system%2C%20which%20is,on%20climate%20action%20
and%20policy.&text=%E2%80%9CSINAMECC%20helps%20to%20visualize%20better%20information%20ab
out%20climate%20change.
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▪

develop two dashboards with data visualization, aggregation and analysis, including the option
to generate an automated report (i.e. a pre-programmed tool function that allows to generate
a report with the below information with the click on a button) each:
Operational monitoring dashboard:
- Climate finance by operation/activity for the past year (budget vs expenditure)
- Climate finance budget vs expenditure by MDA for the past year
- Climate finance expenditure by sources of funding by policy objective
Management information dashboard:
- Climate finance by policy objective for the past year (budget vs expenditure)
- Climate finance expenditure by funding source over the years
- Climate finance expenditure by type (mitigation/adaptation) over the years
- Data analysis or visualization (e.g. sum of climate finance budget by MDA and by year),
as well as the export of data to other analysis softwares should be technically
independent of the access to Hyperion, such that more MDA officers can make use of
it, even if they are not authorized to access Hyperion
▪ Apply the weights for climate relevance that are defined by the manual in a transparent and
visible way, e.g. in a separate spreadsheet of the tool
▪ Consider assigning the weights for climate relevance in an automated way when importing
them
▪ For improved user friendliness, separate input windows (with filters) and the output window in
the user frontend. Currently, both input and output window can be manipulated with different
filter options. Display which filters have been chosen by the user, e.g. in a line above the output
table.
▪ Quality assurance: Make sure that each figure is attributed to a specific operation/activity/policy
objective, such that a user or viewer can transparently understand why the figure is counted
as climate finance
▪ Quality assurance: Make sure that Policy Objectives and operations/activities are technically
unique (currently not the case: e.g. “100101 Establish Ghana for a Transportation Hub in West
Africa“ and ”050101 Establish Ghana for a transportation Hub in West Africa“)
▪ Display the currency, in which figures are shown (Ghc)
(c) Proposed improvements for private sector and CSO climate finance data collection
The following table shows the survey questions from 2018 and proposes a slightly adjusted survey:
Table 2: Survey instrument to tracking climate finance in the private sector and CSOs

Survey 2018

Proposed Adjustments
1.

Way of reporting
multiple choice: aggregated, by project

Name of initiative/ project/Action

2.
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Recipient

or

implementing 3.

organisations
Start Date

4.

Start date of the Initiative/ project/ action
MM/YY

End Date

5.

End date of the Initiative/ project/ action
MM/YY

Sponsor/ Donor of initiative
Channel

of

6.
supports 7.

(bilateral/multilateral)

list donors/sponsors
Source of funding (multiple choice: bilateral donor,
multilateral

donor,

domestic

private

support,

international private support, other)
Approved amount (currency)

8.

Total approved amount in Ghc

Amount received (currency)

9.

Total amount received in Ghc

Co-finance (if any)

10.

Total amount of co-financing (if any)

Type of the project/ initiative/ action 11.

multiple choice (multiple answers possible): mitigation,

(mitigation,

adaptation

adaptation,

enabling

activity etc)
Key activities of the initiative

Key activities of the initiative
12.1
multiple

choice

(multiple

answers

possible):

Infrastructure, education, training/capacity building,
12.2 publication/study, advocacy
multiple

choice

(multiple

answers

possible):

Community level, district level, national level
13.

Sector
multiple choice

Objectives

14.

Which national objective are you contributing to?
multiple choice of national climate-relevant policy
objectives (multiple answers possible)
(would imply that the survey has to be adjusted if policy
objectives are adjusted)
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Major achievements

15.

Expected major outcomes

Major impacts

16.

Expected major impacts

Remarks

17.

Contact Person

18.

Email/ Phone No.

19.

Cell format
text
multiple choice
number
date
In addition, the following steps are recommended for collection of climate finance data from the private
sector and CSOs:
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Compile a comprehensive list of relevant private sector stakeholders and their E-Mail contacts:
Institutional investors (commercial financial institutions and impact funds), Corporates and
project developers, NGOs, Research and academic institutes, Philanthropists, Commercial
banks and funds
It is recommended to use a tool that allows automated upload into a database (requires to
separate the answers by text and figures, e.g. amount and currency would be two different
entries)
If the data is supposed to be stored and analysed together with the public climate finance
data, private sector and CSO data would have to be on an annual basis instead of a project
only basis. In addition, variables such as type of project (mitigation/adaptation/both) and
objectives should be harmonized in definitions and categories between public sector and
private sector/CSO data.
CSOs and private companies participating in the survey should select in a multiple choice menu
those national policy objectives that their action is contributing to (cf. proposed Question 14 in
Figure 4) in order for the Ministry of Finance to be able to analyse all climate finance flows
according to policy objective. Currently the Ministry of Finance is having the idea that somebody
at the Ministry would manually attribute each CSO/private sector project to the government
objectives. The suggestion here is a more efficient alternative.
In addition, NRECC should decide whether weights would be applied to private and CSO
climate finance, by whom and whether manually or in an automated way (by algorithm)
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(d) Linking Ghana tracking system more closely with UNFCCC requirements
▪
▪

▪

Adjusting the dashboard with additional information on NDC targets: climate finance by
policy objective vs NDCs (aggregated and gap towards 22.6 billion USD target)
Adjusting the dashboard with additional information on NDC sources: financing sources vs
NDC financing sources (aggregated and gap by financing source towards 22.6 billion USD
target)
Aligning the budget tagging system more strongly with NDC/NAP objectives.

4. Global quality assessment of the training sessions
The following sections will provide a global quality assessment of the training sessions delivered and an
analysis on how the participants of the trainings improved their skills and plan to use this knowledge in
the future. The purpose of this assessment was to learn whether/ which adjustments had to be
conducted in between the trainings and for future trainings, as well as to gain some first insight on the
effectiveness of the trainings by capturing the reactions and self-assessments of the participants.
On request of the MoF, the scope of the trainings has been adjusted in coordination with the MoF, AFD
and Expertise France. Hereby the key adjustments to the originally planned approach and the ToRs
addressing the MoF’s concerns are the following:
▪

Project Scope (Geographical): It was requested that this project will compliment what MoF is
currently undertaking to ensure all regions in the country are covered with the climate finance
tracking tool to enhance the work of the district and municipal budget and planning officers. In
the past years, most MDAs in Accra have been engaged on the existing tool. the immediate
plan is to rollout in other regions of the country where there has been no engagement on the
tool. Specifically, in the Ashanti Region, Western, Bono regions. Therefore, per the plan of the
project, retraining of those they have already engaged on the tool in Accra and Tamale will not
add any value to the current processes. What will be beneficial and avoid duplication is to train
other MMDA officers in other regions yet not aware of this tool.

▪

Composition of Technical Training Team: The MoF team was of the view that as developers of
the tool and its operationalization, they have the full knowledge of the tool and need to be part
of the training team to ensure the right technical knowledge is impacted to the participants.
The inclusion of 2 officers from budget division and 2 from the ERSD of MoF was deemed
appropriate for them to respond to all the questions that might arise on the tool from the various
training events.

▪

Logistical arrangements: The issue of non-payment for minimum transport reimbursements and
moderate accommodations for participants was identified to be a recipe for non or low
participation. Participants moving from any location require that some logistics are provided
before they move from their station to training center. This is the same for the CSOs and the
private sector. Since the MoF has no budget for these events it was identified to be difficult to
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cater for that. Consequently, the project approach adapted to cover logistics to a certain extent
to allow broad participation.
To respond to the adjusted requirements, the trainings have been restructured. In total, 60 MMDA
officers have been trained in three training events in Takoradi, Kumasi and Bono region. This activity
organized three 2- day training workshops, the trainings have been conducted in-person. The project
team considered sanitary rules for the training logistics. The training was facilitated by one national
expert with support of 3 to 4 MoF trainers and partial remote participation by the international experts.

4.1. Methodology and tools
Two standardized questionnaires to all participants, including a pre- and post-assessment, were chosen
as the most appropriate tools to assess the above specified questions, given the purpose of the
assessment, the time available during the trainings and the overall time line for the project. Only a much
longer project period and more evaluation resources would allow to assess to which extent the
capacities are actually applied at the different departments and organisations in the medium-term.
At the beginning of each two-day-training, all participants were asked to fill in an anonymous onlinebased pre-training questionnaire with questions on their affiliation and status of familiarity with topics of
climate change, climate finance mobilization and climate tracking. At the end of each two-day-training,
the participants were invited to fill in another online-based questionnaire that followed up on the same
questions in order to see whether the participants self-evaluation, i.e. the rating of their knowledge and
capacities had changed after the training. The evaluation questionnaire after the training also included
a section where the participants rated different aspects of the trainings, such as, for instance, usefulness
of different sessions for their work, training materials and methods, allocated time duration for different
sessions. All respondents during the CSO and private sector training in Accra (20 respondents)
accessed and answered the questionnaire on their smartphones via QR codes provided by the trainers.
During the trainings in Kumasi, Bono Region and Takoradi, only 7 persons responded online, while 52
persons (pre-training questionnaire) and 43 persons (evaluation questionnaire after the training)
responded on the hard copies of the questionnaire that had been provided by the trainers as an
alternative. The hard copy answers were digitalized by the authors after the training. The overall
questionnaire participation rate was highly satisfactory.
Both questionnaires can be found in Annex I, along with the complete and detailed results. Results are
displayed separately for the private sector and CSO training on the one side, and aggregated for the
three MMDA trainings on the other side. The following sections summarize the most interesting results.

4.2. Training of private sector and CSOs
Characteristics of the training participants
Of the 20 respondents during the CSO and private sector training, 50% had participated in another
training on climate finance in the past, 35% had previously secured international climate funds for their
organisation’s activities. Two thirds of participants were representatives of CSOs.
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90% stated that the topic of climate finance in their organisation is either viewed as highly important or
important (Figure 2). 95% of the participants (21 respondents at the post-training questionnaire)
expressed after the training that they are highly interested in the topic of climate finance. This increases
the likelihood that training knowledge will be applied after the training.
Figure 2: Importance of Climate Finance (after the training)

Pre- and post-training comparison
Regarding the origins and impacts of climate change, participants already had quite a good level of
knowledge prior to the training: 65% felt very well informed and 35% well informed in this regard. A
comparison of the answers of the pre-training questionnaire and of the evaluation questionnaire at the
end of the training showed, that while 30% of participants were not familiar with the concept of Nationally
Determined Contributions (NDCs) in the beginning, after the training all participants stated that they
would be able to name at least one of Ghana’s objectives outlined and/or proposed actions in its NDCs,
of which 50% would be able to name three or more.
A substantial improvement took place regarding the familiarity of the participants with climate sensitive
budgeting: While prior to the training, 60% of the participants felt little or not familiar at all with climate
sensitive budgeting (Figure 3), this share of unfamiliarity went down to 10% (Figure 4). 30% of the
participant’s institutions were already practicing climate-sensitive budgeting at the time of the training.
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Figure 3: Familiarity with climate sensitive Budgeting before training

Figure 4: Familiarity with climate sensitive budgeting after training

The share of participants aware of the Ministry of Finance’s climate finance tracking tools went up from
35% to 95%. The share of those that know how they can contribute to the MoF’s climate finance tracking
rose from 40% to 95%.
Regarding climate finance mobilization, the share of participants who knew about two or more climate
finance sources where their institution would be eligible for a funding application increased from 65% to
100% (Figure 5 and Figure 6).
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Figure 5: Sources of International Climate Finance before training

Figure 6: Sources of international climate finance after the training

Prior to the training, 75% of respondents felt rather little or not skilled at all to prepare a funding
application for their institution (25% felt very or rather skilled). This improved substantially, as 100% of
participants felt very or rather skilled after the training to prepare a funding application for climate funds.
The share of participants that are convinced that their organisation will apply for climate funds in the
future amounted to 95% (all participants, but one), compared to 35% who stated previously that their
organisations had already successfully applied for climate funds in the past.
Evaluation of the training quality and adequateness
At the end of the second and last training day, participants were asked to rate different aspects of the
training. All training sessions were rated as “highly useful for their work” by the vast majority of
participants (Figure 7). The sessions “Introduction to Climate Change” and “Mobilisation of Climate
Finance” achieved even a slightly better evaluation than the “Climate Finance Tracking” session in the
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CSO and private sector group. This might be due to the fact that the trainers of the Ministry of Finance
chose to focus this session on teaching how the climate finance tracking system in the public sector
works based on determining the climate-relevance of budget codes. A possible future climate finance
data collection among CSOs and private sectors, supposed to be led by MoF, was mentioned only
marginally.
Figure 7: Usefulness of different training sessions

Training materials were rated as highly useful by two thirds of the respondents and useful by one third
(Figure 8). The rating of the methods was also very positive overall (Figure 9).
Figure 8: Usefulness of training materials

5= highly adequate; 1=not adequate at all
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Figure 9: Training methods

Figure 10: Adequateness of duration of training sessions

Regarding timing, it became evident that the climate finance tracking session was considered too short,
by a little less than half the participants and adequate by a little more than half of the participants (Figure
10).
Specific feedback by the participants
Most of the specific feedback asked for more trainings (8 mentions). Individual persons’ feedbacks
mentioned, among others, that practical exercises on coding could be included, that further trainings
should be carried out at the regional and district levels (comment: as was also part of the project), that
one week training should cover capacity building for financing climate action, need for training on easyto-use-tools and templates that CSOs can use to record, analyse and track their climate data, more
trainings should be provided to further private sector institutions (comment: participant number was
limited here), more training on proposal writing skills.
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How participants will apply the new skills and knowledge
The following quotes represent the answers of individual participants:
▪

“Training my team and other partners in CSOs on the funding opportunities and how we can
apply collectively.”

▪

“We will apply for the funding sources introduced and share the information with other institutions
to benefit from these sources”

▪

“Will align climate tracking allocation with my budget planning and activities to improve reporting”

▪

“Climate Financing proposal assessment”

▪

“Farm management practices”

▪

“This will influence how we approach our project concept design and development”

▪

“In writing proposal and training others”

▪

“By empowering my constituents”

4.3. Training of Metropolitan, Municipal, and District Assemblies’
(MMDAs) Representatives
Trainings of planning and budget officers at the MMDA level took place in Kumasi, Takoradi and Sunyani.
Results are evaluated in aggregated manner for all MMDA training respondents. Unfortunately, the
number of responses were different for the pre- and post-questionnaires, 59 and 50 participants
responded respectively. Given the relatively high number of respondents, results can still be
interpretated in a meaningful way. Nevertheless, absolute response numbers are mentioned below in
addition to percentages of respondents with a certain answer for higher transparency of results.
Characteristics of the training participants
Of the 59 respondents during the MMDA training, 73% (43 respondents) had participated in another
training on climate finance in the past (substantially more than in the CSO/private sector group), 8.5%
(5) were from an institution that had secured international climate funds for their activities prior to the
trainings. 100% of the participants were from the public sector.
83% (49) stated that the topic of climate finance in their organisation is either viewed as highly important
or important (Figure 11). 96% (48) of the respondents (at the post-training questionnaire) expressed
after the training that they are highly interested in the topic of climate finance. This increases the
likelihood that training knowledge will be applied after the training.
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Figure 11: MMDAs - Importance of climate finance (post-training questionnaire)

Pre- and post-training comparison
The MMDA participants had a basic prior knowledge regarding the origins and impacts of climate
change (as anticipated, less than CSO representatives): 22% (13) felt rather little informed, 44% (26)
felt rather well informed in this regard. After the training, 66% (33) felt very well informed about origins
and impacts of climate change, and 32% (16) felt well informed. A comparison of the answers of the
pre-training questionnaire and of the evaluation questionnaire at the end of the training showed, that
while 62.7% (37) of participants were not familiar with the concept of Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs) at the beginning, after the training all participants stated that they would be able
to name at least one of Ghana’s objectives outlined and/or proposed actions in its NDCs, of which 22%
(11) would be able to name three or more.
A substantial improvement took place regarding the familiarity of the participants with climate sensitive
budgeting: While prior to the training, 54 % of the participants felt little or not familiar at all with climate
sensitive budgeting, this share of unfamiliarity went down to zero percent (Figure 12 and Figure 13).
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Figure 12: MMDAs - Familiarity with climate sensitive budgeting before training

Figure 13: MMDAs - Familiarity with climate sensitive budgeting after the training

The MMDAs of 46 % (27) of respondents are already practicing climate sensitive budgeting (Figure 14).
After the training, almost 90 % of respondents considered it likely or most likely that their institution will
introduce climate sensitive budgeting (Figure 15).
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Figure 14: MMDAs – Current application of climate sensitive budgeting

Figure 15: MMDAs - Likelihood of future climate sensitive budgeting

The share of participants aware of the Ministry of Finance’s climate finance tracking tools went up from
8.5% (5) respondents to 100% (50). The share of those that know how they can contribute to the MoF’s
climate finance tracking rose from 24% (14) to 100% (50). These rates demonstrate that the training
successfully addressed a previously existing knowledge gap on a topic – climate sensitive budgeting that should be at the core of the tasks of the participating public officers.
Regarding climate finance mobilization, Figure 16 and Figure 17 show that the share of participants
who knew about two or more climate finance sources where their institution would be eligible for a
funding application increased from 5% (3, i.e. substantially less than in the CSO group) to 92% (46).
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Figure 16: MMDAs - Sources of international climate finance before training

Figure 17: MMDAs - Sources of international climate finance after training

Prior to the training, 69.5% (41) of respondents felt rather little or not skilled at all to prepare a funding
application for their institution (29% felt very or rather skilled). This improved, as 78% (39) of participants
felt very or rather skilled after the training to prepare a funding application for climate funds. The
improvement was less among MMDA representatives than among CSO and private sector
representatives. This may be explained by the relatively shorter session on mobilization of climate
finance as compared to the CSO training (in favour of a longer climate finance tracking/ budgeting
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sessions) and/or the larger previous experience of CSOs with applications for climate finance. The share
of participants that are convinced that their MMDA will apply for climate funds in the future amounted to
80% (40), compared to 8.5% of respondents (5) who stated previously that their organisations had
already successfully applied for climate funds in the past.
Evaluation of the training quality and adequateness
At the end of the second and last training day, participants were asked to rate different aspects of the
training. All training sessions were rated as “highly useful for their work” or “rather useful” by the vast
majority of participants (Figure 18).
Figure 18: MMDAs - Usefulness of different training sessions

Training materials were rated as highly useful by two thirds (32) of the respondents and useful by 26%
(13), neutral by 10% (5), as shown in Figure 19. The methods were also rated highly adequate or rather
adequate by the vast majority (Figure 20). Unfortunately, only very few respondents used the chance to
give feedback on open questions and recommendations for improvement. Regarding material, it was
emphasized by one individual each that all participants should receive the materials at the beginning of
the training and that it may be amended by examples/samples of successful funding proposals or
concept notes.
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Figure 19: MMDAs - Adequateness of training material (5= highly adequate; 1=not adequate at all)

Figure 20: MMDAs - Appropriateness of training methods

Figure 21: MMDAs - Adequateness of training session duration
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Regarding timing, it was mentioned by several participants that they wished for more training days.
However, the majority of participants rated the length of the different sessions as adequate (Figure 21).
This hints at the training timing being adequate for the contents that were taught.
Specific feedback by the participants
Most respondents did not answer how they will apply what they have learned or which climate-related
trainings they would attend in the future, given that most respondents exclusively answered the multiple
choice questions. Several participants would enjoy a continuation of trainings building on these contents.
Regarding the content, the most often cited request for further training concerned a more in-depth
training for improvement of funding proposal writing skills (12 participants). Five participants would like
to participate in more climate finance trainings, not mentioning specifics, two regarding climate finance
tracking, one regarding mobilization of climate finance and one regarding specific climate change
mitigation and adaptation activities, one on climate action in agriculture, one regarding climate
footprints.
How participants will apply the new skills and knowledge
Out of 50 participants that filled the post-training evaluation questionnaire, 27 answered the question
how they plan to apply the new skills and knowledge acquired in the training. The answers included the
following (if more than one person gave the answer, the number of respondents is indicated in
parentheses):
▪

“Plan and budget appropriately for climate change interventions”, incorporate climate change
issues during the next planning budget preparation process (12)

▪

the knowledge acquired will help in capturing clearly climate change activities in the Mediumterm Development Plan (MTDP) (3)

▪

“help my organisation to prioritise climate financing”

▪

“to a large extent as much as my management of my assembly will support”

▪

Identifying climate change issues in my district and develop a concept note to apply for
international climate finance, engage with other relevant institutions to develop proposals (10)

▪

“Ensure that projects and programmes for climate change are smart”

▪

Dissemination of knowledge (4): share gained knowledge with management members, budget
committees F&A; share my experience with my staff; sensitize the MPCU on what has been
learned

▪

”I will be able to identify policies and activities that are related to climate change“

4.4. General conclusions of the global quality assessment and training
evaluation
▪

The participants assessed their knowledge and skills with regard to origins of climate change
and its impacts, climate finance mobilisation and climate-sensitive budgeting, as well as climatefinance tracking substantially better after the training than before, across all groups.
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▪

The vast majority considered the contents of the different training sessions relevant for their work
and training methods and materials highly adequate.

▪

Based on the feedback received, one could consider to extend the training to three days,
especially for the MMDA participants. However, balancing the feedback and cost-benefitconsiderations, a continuation of the training in the format of a two-day workshop could also be
fully justified.

▪

It seems important to include some expectation management towards participants regarding the
session on mobilization of climate finance, emphasizing that the objective of the session is to
familiarize them with funding facilities for which their institutions are eligible and to learn which
information has to be included in a concept note and which steps it takes to apply, however not
the writing of a full funding proposal (such expectation management was done at least in the first
workshop for CSOs and private sector).

▪

If the training is expanded in the future, an additional module on funding proposal writing could
be included, after an assessment who would be the most suitable target group that could make
most use of it.
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5. Overall conclusion
The project was concluded within the stipulated time and budget frame. A total number of four trainings
has been implemented successfully. Overall, about 30 CSO and private sector representatives
participated in the first training in Accra and a total of 60 MMDA representatives participated in the
trainings in Bono region, Kumasi and Takoradi). Hereby the objective of setting different foci for different
target groups (CSOs/private sector on the one hand, MMDAs on the other hand) has been fulfilled
through adapted agenda setting, presentations and exercises. Also, an envisaged adaptation of the
training material (slides, presentations) and some approaches (e.g. training exercise on climate finance)
based on the experiences and lessons-learned from the pilot training in Accra was successfully
conducted in close cooperation between the project team and the Ministry of Finance and their trainers.
The agreed and completed deliverables of the overall project included:
▪

Inception Report

▪

Report on the analysis of the integrated MRV of Climate Finance Tracking Tool currently in place
in Ghana, identifying the processes, strengths, and weaknesses of the reporting tools and of
their guidelines and manuals as well as proposing recommendations for improvement.

▪

Climate Finance Mobilisation Guidelines, to be distributed to training participants on a memory
stick.

▪

Training material, including the contents of the training sessions, training agenda, PowerPoint
presentations and evaluation questionnaire for participants. ·

▪

A memory stick per participant with training material and the climate finance tracking tool manual
for MDAs officers or the financial MRV system manual for private sector and CSO
representatives and the climate finance mobilisation guidelines.

▪

Training reports for the sessions delivered

▪

4-page briefing paper to be used as a communication media by the MoF to explain the
advantages for Ghana to have an efficient climate finance tracking system

▪

Final report
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6. Final list of people trained
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7. Annex I: Questionnaires and Results of quality assessment
questionnaires
▪

Pre-training questionnaire

▪

Results of the Pre-training questionnaire for CSOs and private sector

▪

Results of the Pre-training questionnaire for MMDAs

▪

Post-training evaluation questionnaire

▪

Results of the Post-training evaluation questionnaire for CSOs and private sector

▪

Results of the Post-training evaluation questionnaire for MMDAs
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17.5.2021

Pre-training questionnaire for the workshop on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

Pre-training questionnaire for the
workshop on “Climate Finance Tracking
and Mobilization”
Dear participant,
this short questionnaire serves the purpose of letting us know if you have already dealt with
the topic of climate finance beforehand, in particular related to tracking and / or mobilization.
This will help the trainers in tailoring the workshop presentation to your needs and will make
them aware of specific topics they should put more emphasis on. We would highly appreciate
if you shared your insights with us by filling in the questionnaire.
Your answers will be treated anonymously.
Thank you!
* Required

1) General

1.

Which stakeholder group do you belong to? *
Mark only one oval.
Public Sector
Private Sector
Civil Society Organisation (CSO)

2.

Have you ever taken part in a climate finance training before? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
I don't know

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Jv3SL8eWwFF0mRCEg-7ur5stJPmNT_1g1oOD1qkGmGI/edit
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3.

How is the topic of climate finance viewed in your department / business /
organisation? *
Mark only one oval.
Highly important
Important
Rather not important
Not important at all
I don't know

2) Climate Change

4.

How well do you feel informed about the origins and impacts of climate change? *
Mark only one oval.
very well informed
rather well informed
rather little informed
not informed at all

5.

Would you be able to name three objectives and/or proposed actions outlined in
Ghana’s Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)? *
Mark only one oval.
I don’t know what Nationally Determined Contributions are
I could name one or two objectives and/or proposed actions
I could name three objectives and/or proposed actions
I could name more than three objectives and/or proposed actions

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Jv3SL8eWwFF0mRCEg-7ur5stJPmNT_1g1oOD1qkGmGI/edit
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6.

How familiar are you with climate sensitive budgeting? *
Mark only one oval.
very familiar
fairly familiar
little familiar
not familiar at all
I don’t know what climate sensitive budgeting means

7.

Does your department / business / organisation already practice climate sensitive
budgeting? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
I don’t know

3) Climate Finance Tracking

8.

Are you aware of the Ministry of Finance’s (MoF) climate finance tracking tools? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
I don’t know

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Jv3SL8eWwFF0mRCEg-7ur5stJPmNT_1g1oOD1qkGmGI/edit
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9.

Do you know how your department / business / organisation can contribute to the
MoF’s climate finance tracking? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
I don’t know

4) Mobilisation of Climate Finance

10.

How familiar are you with sources of international climate finance (e.g. institutions,
funds or facilities), where your institution would currently be eligible for a funding
application? *
Mark only one oval.
I know about three or more climate finance institutions/funds/facilities
I know about two climate finance institutions/funds/facilities
I know about one climate finance institution/fund/facility
I know about at least one, but I am not sure about eligibility criteria
I don’t know about any climate finance institutions/funds/facilities yet

11.

How skilled do you feel for preparing a funding proposal to an international climate
finance institution / fund / facility? *
Mark only one oval.
very well
rather well
rather little
not prepared at all

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Jv3SL8eWwFF0mRCEg-7ur5stJPmNT_1g1oOD1qkGmGI/edit
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12.

Has your department / business / organisation successfully mobilize international
climate finance in the past? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
I don’t know

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Pre-training questionnaire for the workshop on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”
Questions

Responses

20

20 responses
Accepting responses

Summary

Question

Individual

1) General

Which stakeholder group do you belong to?
20 responses

Public Sector
Private Sector
75%

Civil Society Organisation (CSO)

15%
10%

Have you ever taken part in a climate finance training before?
20 responses

50%

Yes
No
I don't know

50%

How is the topic of climate finance viewed in your department / business / organisation?
20 responses

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Jv3SL8eWwFF0mRCEg-7ur5stJPmNT_1g1oOD1qkGmGI/edit#responses
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2) Climate Change

How well do you feel informed about the origins and impacts of climate change?
20 responses

very well informed
rather well informed

35%

rather little informed
not informed at all

65%

Would you be able to name three objectives and/or proposed actions outlined in Ghana’s Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)?
20 responses

I don’t know what Nationally Determined
Contributions are

10%
25%

I could name one or two objectives and/
or proposed actions
I could name three objectives and/or
proposed actions

35%

I could name more than three objectives
and/or proposed actions
30%

How familiar are you with climate sensitive budgeting?
20 responses

very familiar
fairly familiar
45%

little familiar
15%

10%

not familiar at all
I don’t know what climate sensitive
budgeting means

30%

Does your department / business / organisation already practice climate sensitive budgeting?
20 responses

Yes
No
I don’t know
55%

15%

30%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Jv3SL8eWwFF0mRCEg-7ur5stJPmNT_1g1oOD1qkGmGI/edit#responses
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3) Climate Finance Tracking

Are you aware of the Ministry of Finance’s (MoF) climate finance tracking tools?
20 responses

Yes
No

65%

I don’t know

35%

Do you know how your department / business / organisation can contribute to the MoF’s climate finance tracking?
20 responses

Yes
No
45%

I don’t know
15%

40%

4) Mobilisation of Climate Finance

How familiar are you with sources of international climate finance (e.g. institutions, funds or facilities), where your institution would currently
be eligible for a funding application?
20 responses

I know about three or more climate
finance institutions/funds/facilities

15%
15%
30%

I know about two climate finance
institutions/funds/facilities
I know about one climate finance
institution/fund/facility
I know about at least one, but I am not
sure about eligibility criteria

35%

I don’t know about any climate finance
institutions/funds/facilities yet

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Jv3SL8eWwFF0mRCEg-7ur5stJPmNT_1g1oOD1qkGmGI/edit#responses
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How skilled do you feel for preparing a funding proposal to an international climate finance institution / fund / facility?
20 responses

very well
rather well
rather little

70%

not prepared at all

20%

Has your department / business / organisation successfully mobilize international climate finance in the past?
20 responses

Yes
No
45%

20%

I don’t know

35%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Jv3SL8eWwFF0mRCEg-7ur5stJPmNT_1g1oOD1qkGmGI/edit#responses
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MMDAs - Pre-training questionnaire for
the workshop on “Climate Finance
Tracking and Mobilization”
59 responses
Publish analytics

1) General

Which stakeholder group do you belong to?
59 responses

Public Sector
Private Sector
Civil Society Organisation
(CSO)
100%

Have you ever taken part in a climate finance training before?
59 responses

Yes
No
I don't know

72.9%

23.7%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tUVi9s7JU_CV-FuwtdS50H9wKiP3h3to2aoIZ4--YAk/viewanalytics
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How is the topic of climate finance viewed in your department / business /
organisation?
59 responses

Highly important
Important
Rather not important
52.5%

10.2%

Not important at all
I don't know

30.5%

2) Climate Change

How well do you feel informed about the origins and impacts of climate
change?
59 responses

very well informed
rather well informed
22%
44.1%

rather little informed
not informed at all

33.9%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tUVi9s7JU_CV-FuwtdS50H9wKiP3h3to2aoIZ4--YAk/viewanalytics
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Would you be able to name three objectives and/or proposed actions
outlined in Ghana’s Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)?
59 responses

30.5%

I don’t know what Nationally
Determined Contributions are
I could name one or two
objectives and/or proposed
actions
I could name three objectives
and/or proposed actions
I could name more than three
objectives and/or proposed
actions

62.7%

How familiar are you with climate sensitive budgeting?
59 responses

very familiar
22%

28.8%

fairly familiar
little familiar
not familiar at all
I don’t know what climate
sensitive budgeting means

42.4%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tUVi9s7JU_CV-FuwtdS50H9wKiP3h3to2aoIZ4--YAk/viewanalytics
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Does your department / business / organisation already practice climate
sensitive budgeting?
59 responses

Yes
No

47.5%

I don’t know

45.8%

3) Climate Finance Tracking

Are you aware of the Ministry of Finance’s (MoF) climate finance tracking
tools?
59 responses

Yes
No
I don’t know
86.4%
8.5%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tUVi9s7JU_CV-FuwtdS50H9wKiP3h3to2aoIZ4--YAk/viewanalytics
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Do you know how your department / business / organisation can
contribute to the MoF’s climate finance tracking?
59 responses

Yes
No
I don’t know

69.5%

23.7%

4) Mobilisation of Climate Finance

How familiar are you with sources of international climate finance (e.g.
institutions, funds or facilities), where your institution would currently be
eligible for a funding application?
59 responses

I know about three or more
climate finance institutions/fu…

57.6%

I know about two climate
finance institutions/funds/facili…
I know about one climate
finance institution/fund/facility

18.6%

18.6%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tUVi9s7JU_CV-FuwtdS50H9wKiP3h3to2aoIZ4--YAk/viewanalytics

I know about at least one, but I
am not sure about eligibility cr…
I don’t know about any climate
finance institutions/funds/facili…
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How skilled do you feel for preparing a funding proposal to an international
climate finance institution / fund / facility?
59 responses

very well
rather well
rather little

20.3%

not prepared at all

49.2%
8.5%

22%

Has your department / business / organisation successfully mobilize
international climate finance in the past?
59 responses

Yes
No
I don’t know
10.2%
81.4%

8.5%
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training
on “Climate Finance Tracking and
Mobilization”
Dear participant,
this evaluation questionnaire shall provide you with the opportunity to give us feedback and to
identify strengths and weaknesses of the training program in order to learn for future
trainings. It consists of questions related to both the content of training and the methods
applied. We would highly appreciate some insights into your experience.
Your answers will be treated anonymously.
Thank you!
* Required

1) General

1.

Which stakeholder group do you belong to? *
Mark only one oval.
Public Sector
Private Sector
Civil Society Organisation (CSO)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit
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2.

How interested are you in the topic of climate finance? *
Mark only one oval.
Highly interested
Slightly interested
Neutral
Less interested
Not interested

2) Climate Change

3.

After the training: How well do you feel informed about the origins and impacts of
climate change? *
Mark only one oval.
very well informed
rather well informed
rather little informed
not informed at all

4.

After the training: Would you be able to name three objectives and/or proposed
actions outlined in Ghana’s Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)? *
Mark only one oval.
I don’t know what Nationally Determined Contributions are
I could name one or two objectives and/or proposed actions
I could name three objectives and/or proposed actions
I could name more than three objectives and/or proposed actions

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit
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5.

After the training: How familiar are you with climate sensitive budgeting? *
Mark only one oval.
very familiar
fairly familiar
little familiar
not familiar at all
I don’t know what climate sensitive budgeting means

6.

If not already happening, will your department / business / organisation practice
climate sensitive budgeting in future?
Mark only one oval.
Most likely
Likely
Less likely
More guidance and information are needed
I don’t know

7.

If you have any specific feedback on the climate change training session, please
share:

3) Climate Finance Tracking

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit
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8.

After the training: Are you aware of the Ministry of Finance’s (MoF) climate finance
tracking tools? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
I don’t know

9.

After the training: Do you know how your department / business / organisation can
contribute to the MoF’s climate finance tracking?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Only partly

10.

If you have any specific feedback on the climate finance tracking training session,
please share:

4) Mobilisation of Climate Finance

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit
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11.

After the training: How familiar are you with sources of international climate
finance (e.g. institutions, funds or facilities), where your institution would currently
be eligible for a funding application? *
Mark only one oval.
I know about three or more climate finance institutions/funds/facilities
I know about two climate finance institutions/funds/facilities
I know about one climate finance institution/fund/facility
I know about at least one, but I am not sure about eligibility criteria
I don’t know about any climate finance institutions/funds/facilities yet

12.

After the training: How skilled do you feel for preparing a funding proposal to an
international climate finance institution / fund / facility? *
Mark only one oval.
very well
rather well
rather little
not prepared at all

13.

After the training: Do you think your department / business / organisation will apply
for international climate finance in future? *
Mark only one oval.
Most likely
Likely
Less likely
More guidance and information are needed
I don’t know

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

14.

If you have any specific feedback on the climate finance mobilisation training
session, please share:

Training Methods and Presentation

15.

Please rate how useful the sessions were for your work *
Mark only one oval per row.
highly
useful

rather
useful

neutral

rather not
useful

not useful
at all

Introduction to Climate
Change
Climate Finance Tracking
Mobilisation of Climate
Finance

16.

How useful was the training material? *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

Not useful at all

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit

5
Highly useful

6/10

17.5.2021

Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

17.

Were the training methods appropriate? Please indicate the adequacy for each
training method. *
Mark only one oval per row.
Highly
adequate

Rather
adequate

Neutral

Rather not
adequate

not
adequate
at all

not
applicable

Presentation
Live
demonstration of
tools
Practical
exercises (e.g.
role play)
Q&A parts

18.

If you have any suggestions for improvement of training materials, please share:

19.

Comprehension: Did you understand the contents? *
Mark only one oval.
very well
rather well
rather little
Not at all

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

20.

Trainers/Facilitators: How satisfied are you with the workshop trainers / facilitators?
*
Mark only one oval.
Highly satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Less satisfied
Not satisfied at all

21.

In case you were not satisfied, do you have any recommendations for the trainers /
facilitators?

22.

Time: Was the time and length of program with two days appropriate for the
contents? *
Mark only one oval.
too short
adequate
too long

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

23.

Time: Was the time and length of the individual sessions appropriate?
Mark only one oval per row.
too short

adequate

too long

Introduction to climate change
Climate finance tracking
Climate finance mobilisation

24.

Pace: Was the pace of the training adequate for your needs?
Mark only one oval.
too fast
adequate
too slow
Option 4

25.

Venue: Were the training facilities appropriate? (1 = highly appropriate, 5 = not
appropriate at all) *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

not appropriate at all

5
highly appropriate

Overall assessment and outlook

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

26.

What is your overall rating of the training? *
Mark only one oval.
very good
good
satisfactory
deficient
poor

27.

How will you apply what you have learned?

28.

What kind of trainings on climate finance would you like to attend in future?
Mark only one oval.
Option 1

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”
Questions

Responses

21

21 responses
Not accepting responses

Message for respondents
This form is no longer accepting responses

Summary

Question

Individual

1) General

Which stakeholder group do you belong to?
21 responses

Public Sector
Private Sector
Civil Society Organisation (CSO)

81%

14.3%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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23.6.2021

Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

How interested are you in the topic of climate finance?
21 responses

Highly interested
Slightly interested
Neutral
Less interested
Not interested
95.2%

2) Climate Change

After the training: How well do you feel informed about the origins and impacts of climate
change?
21 responses

very well informed
33.3%

rather well informed
rather little informed
not informed at all

66.7%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

After the training: Would you be able to name three objectives and/or proposed actions
outlined in Ghana’s Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)?
21 responses

I don’t know what Nationally Determined
Contributions are

47.6%

I could name one or two objectives and/
or proposed actions
I could name three objectives and/or
proposed actions
28.6%

23.8%

I could name more than three objectives
and/or proposed actions

After the training: How familiar are you with climate sensitive budgeting?
21 responses

very familiar
fairly familiar

47.6%

little familiar
not familiar at all
I don’t know what climate sensitive
budgeting means

42.9%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

If not already happening, will your department / business / organisation practice climate
sensitive budgeting in future?
21 responses

Most likely
14.3%

Likely
Less likely
More guidance and information are
needed
I don’t know

76.2%

If you have any specific feedback on the climate change training session, please share:
11 responses

would love to see another training on monitoring climate fund use
N/A
None
We need one week training to enhancing our capacity on the financing.
Need to do another training to understanding the tools
It's good that in the future government will integrate CSO's budget in their tracking tool.
We need more of these trainings
Need more training on the climatronics. Also needs training on easy to use tools and templates that CSOs
can use to record, analyse and track their climate data
The time was no adequate for the tracking..

3) Climate Finance Tracking

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

After the training: Are you aware of the Ministry of Finance’s (MoF) climate finance
tracking tools?
21 responses

Yes
No
I don’t know

95.2%

After the training: Do you know how your department / business / organisation can
contribute to the MoF’s climate finance tracking?
21 responses

Yes
No
Only partly

95.2%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

If you have any specific feedback on the climate finance tracking training session, please share:
10 responses

There should be other workshops for the finance tracking training so we can better understand the
concepts
None
Need futher training
No
I need mor le of these training
Practical hands on participation on the coding could be included for participants
Need more time
Time for the training was too short
NA

4) Mobilisation of Climate Finance

After the training: How familiar are you with sources of international climate finance (e.g.
institutions, funds or facilities), where your institution would currently be eligible for a
funding application?
21 responses

I know about three or more climate
finance institutions/funds/facilities
14.3%

85.7%

I know about two climate finance
institutions/funds/facilities
I know about one climate finance
institution/fund/facility
I know about at least one, but I am not
sure about eligibility criteria
I don’t know about any climate finance
institutions/funds/facilities yet

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

After the training: How skilled do you feel for preparing a funding proposal to an
international climate finance institution / fund / facility?
21 responses

very well
rather well
71.4%

rather little
not prepared at all

28.6%

After the training: Do you think your department / business / organisation will apply for
international climate finance in future?
21 responses

Most likely
23.8%

Likely
Less likely
More guidance and information are
needed
I don’t know

71.4%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

If you have any specific feedback on the climate finance mobilisation training session, please
share:
9 responses

None
We need access to the Grant representative in Ghana to meet us .
Same training should be had for more private institutions
I need more of these trainings
We need more sources of finance for csos and more training on good proposal writing skills
Not really
I wish the training was one week
NA
Very helpful

Training Methods and Presentation

Please rate how useful the sessions were for your work

20

highly useful

rather useful

neutral

rather not useful

not useful at all

15
10
5
0

Introduction to Climate Change

Climate Finance Tracking

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses

Mobilisation of Climate Finance
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

How useful was the training material?
21 responses
15
13 (61.9%)
10
7 (33.3%)

5

0

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1

2

1 (4.8%)
3

4

5

Were the training methods appropriate? Please indicate the adequacy for each training
method.

15

Highly adequate

Rather adequate

Neutral

Rather not adequate

10

5

0

Presentation

Live demonstration of tools

Practical exercises (e.g. role play)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses

Q&A parts
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

If you have any suggestions for improvement of training materials, please share:
5 responses

No
Time allocation for training sessions should be planned effectively.
None
NA
The training needs more time

Comprehension: Did you understand the contents?
21 responses

very well
47.6%

rather well
rather little
Not at all

47.6%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Trainers/Facilitators: How satisfied are you with the workshop trainers / facilitators?
21 responses

Highly satisfied
47.6%

Satisfied
Neutral
Less satisfied
Not satisfied at all

47.6%

In case you were not satisfied, do you have any recommendations for the trainers / facilitators?
5 responses

No
We need more trainings of this kind
Number of days could be looked at.. Increase days
None
NA

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Time: Was the time and length of program with two days appropriate for the contents?
21 responses

too short
adequate
28.6%

too long

71.4%

Time: Was the time and length of the individual sessions appropriate?

20

too short

adequate

too long

15
10
5
0

Introduction to climate change

Climate finance tracking

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses

Climate finance mobilisation
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

Pace: Was the pace of the training adequate for your needs?
21 responses

too fast
adequate
too slow
Option 4
85.7%
9.5%

Venue: Were the training facilities appropriate? (1 = highly appropriate, 5 = not appropriate
at all)
21 responses
10.0
9 (42.9%)
7.5
6 (28.6%)

5.0
4 (19%)
2.5
0.0

1 (4.8%)

1 (4.8%)

1

2

3

4

5

Overall assessment and outlook

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

What is your overall rating of the training?
21 responses

very good
good
satisfactory

61.9%

9.5%

deficient
poor

28.6%

How will you apply what you have learned?
11 responses

climate sensitive budgetting and tracking national budget and expenditure on climate
Definitely
By empowering my constituents
Training my team and other partners in CSO on the funding opportunities ANS how we can apply
collectively.
We will apply for the funding sources introduced and share the information with other institutions to
benefit from these sources
As and when need be, I can apply
Will align climate tracking allocation with my budget planning and activities to improve reporting
Climate Financing proposal assessment

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization” - Google Forms

What kind of trainings on climate finance would you like to attend in future?
17 responses

Option 1
On Agriculture
Climate Finance Proposal Writing

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15CxEdHFHpA8RpjCutHP-AVtFeFlsSlktOjxAb7hsLds/edit#responses
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MMDAs - Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

MMDAs - Evaluation questionnaire for
the training on “Climate Finance Tracking
and Mobilization”
50 responses
Publish analytics

1) General

Which stakeholder group do you belong to?
50 responses

Public Sector
Private Sector
Civil Society Organisation
(CSO)
100%

How interested are you in the topic of climate finance?
50 responses

Highly interested
Slightly interested
Neutral
Less interested
Not interested
96%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics
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MMDAs - Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

2) Climate Change

After the training: How well do you feel informed about the origins and
impacts of climate change?
50 responses

very well informed
32%

rather well informed
rather little informed
not informed at all

66%

After the training: Would you be able to name three objectives and/or
proposed actions outlined in Ghana’s Nationally Determined Contributions
(NDCs)?
50 responses

I don’t know what Nationally
Determined Contributions are
22%

40%

I could name one or two
objectives and/or proposed
actions
I could name three objectives
and/or proposed actions

38%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics

I could name more than three
objectives and/or proposed
actions

2/14
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MMDAs - Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

After the training: How familiar are you with climate sensitive budgeting?
50 responses

very familiar
fairly familiar
26%

little familiar
not familiar at all
I don’t know what climate
sensitive budgeting means

74%

If not already happening, will your department / business / organisation
practice climate sensitive budgeting in future?
47 responses

Most likely
21.3%

Likely
Less likely
More guidance and information
are needed
I don’t know

74.5%

If you have any specific feedback on the climate change training session, please
share:
2 responses

share documents before start of training for participants to be very versed with the
subject matter
can now disaggregate climate change activities in the composite budget of the
Assembly

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics
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MMDAs - Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

3) Climate Finance Tracking

After the training: Are you aware of the Ministry of Finance’s (MoF) climate
finance tracking tools?
50 responses

Yes
No
I don’t know

100%

After the training: Do you know how your department / business /
organisation can contribute to the MoF’s climate finance tracking?
50 responses

Yes
No
Only partly

100%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics
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MMDAs - Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

If you have any specific feedback on the climate finance tracking training session,
please share:
5 responses

the has been very beneficial in that it has added to my capacity on climate sensitive
budgeting
Some items were too technical for the planning officers
further training and sensitization
the climate change policies can now be easily matched with operations and activities in
the budget

4) Mobilisation of Climate Finance

After the training: How familiar are you with sources of international
climate finance (e.g. institutions, funds or facilities), where your institution
would currently be eligible for a funding application?
50 responses

I know about three or more
climate finance institutions/fu…
I know about two climate
finance institutions/funds/facili…

60%

I know about one climate
finance institution/fund/facility
I know about at least one, but I
am not sure about eligibility cr…
32%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics

I don’t know about any climate
finance institutions/funds/facili…
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MMDAs - Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

After the training: How skilled do you feel for preparing a funding proposal
to an international climate finance institution / fund / facility?
50 responses

very well
rather well
18%

rather little
not prepared at all

50%

28%

After the training: Do you think your department / business / organisation
will apply for international climate finance in future?
50 responses

Most likely
Likely
36%

16%

Less likely
More guidance and information
are needed
I don’t know

44%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics
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MMDAs - Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

If you have any specific feedback on the climate finance mobilisation training
session, please share:
7 responses

Need more training
further training
more and further training sensitization as education
i thik the training on climate change should be extended to all organisation
how the operations directly relate to the policy to easily identify climate change activities
and subsequent tracking of the same
should have gone through a sample bankable proposal with us
trainings should be held regularly on how easy to access funds to undertake climate
change programmes

Training Methods and Presentation

Please rate how useful the sessions were for your work

30

highly useful

rather useful

neutral

rather not useful

1/2

20

10

0

Introduction to Climate Change

Climate Finance Tracking

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics

Mobilisation of Climate Finance
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How useful was the training material?
50 responses
40
32 (64%)

30
20
13 (26%)

10
0

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

5 (10%)

1

2

3

4

5

Were the training methods appropriate? Please indicate the adequacy for
each training method.

Highly adequate

Rather adequate

Neutral

Rather not adequate

20

10

0

Presentation

Live demonstration of tools

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics

Practical exercises (e.g. role
play)
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If you have any suggestions for improvement of training materials, please share:
10 responses

individual presentations of group exercises
the training manuals should/could be sent. to participants by the D-Day
the number of days of the training should be increased
the number of days for the training should be increased
group exercises enhanced
share materials before training
if the training could be extended to other MMDAs; the timing of the training could be
extended
pleasekindlyprovide samples of previous work ex. proposals, concept notes etc
the time allocated for the training (2 day) is not enough for all volume of the work; it

Comprehension: Did you understand the contents?
50 responses

very well
36%

rather well
rather little
Not at all

60%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics
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MMDAs - Evaluation questionnaire for the training on “Climate Finance Tracking and Mobilization”

Trainers/Facilitators: How satisfied are you with the workshop trainers /
facilitators?
50 responses

Highly satisfied

50%

Satisfied
Neutral
Less satisfied
Not satisfied at all

50%

In case you were not satisfied, do you have any recommendations for the trainers
/ facilitators?
1 response

each time such a programme is to be organized, they should allocate more time. to. thee
programme to ensure more understanding

Time: Was the time and length of program with two days appropriate for
the contents?
50 responses

too short
adequate

64%

too long

36%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics
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Time: Was the time and length of the individual sessions appropriate?

too short

40

adequate

too long

20

0

Introduction to climate change

Climate finance tracking

Climate finance mobilisation

Pace: Was the pace of the training adequate for your needs?
50 responses

too fast
adequate
too slow
Option 4

86%
12%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics
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Venue: Were the training facilities appropriate? (1 = highly appropriate, 5 =
not appropriate at all)
50 responses
15
13 (26%)
10

12 (24%)
10 (20%)

9 (18%)
6 (12%)

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

Overall assessment and outlook

What is your overall rating of the training?
50 responses

very good
good
42%

18%

satisfactory
deficient
poor

40%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics
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How will you apply what you have learned?
32 responses

To planning & budgeting
I will try to assess some climate financing funds from the International donors
In developing proposals and preparing a climate sensitive budget
I intend to apply what I learnt in my plan and budget preparation and o engage with other
relevant institutions to develop proposals for funding climate change activities at the
District level
proposal writing
budget preparation process
identify climate change interventions in my MTDP and also put up a proposal to seek
funding for climate change activities
ensure the inclusion of climate related activities in the MTDP and continue to

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1lBD93xtLiSvr52AeepRJI0n5CM1Fkwg8VWUKN9-CNzQ/viewanalytics
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What kind of trainings on climate finance would you like to attend in the future?
27 responses

climate sensitive budgeting, green economy, carbon footprints
proposal writing
Donor support workshops and climate mitigation technology workshops
proposal writing and application
more on climate financing
writing the right proposal for funding climate change interventions
An extensive and detailed training of writing climate finance proposals
developing a good proposal for funds to the creating and implementing climate change
policies
Capacity Building on Development of Climate Finance Proposals
This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Privacy Policy
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